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Synopsis
Both theoretical and field research have shown that protective layer mining with pressure-relief gas
extraction in protected coal seams is an effective and economical way of controlling coal and gas
outbursts in underground mines. Given the influences of coal seam angles, layer spacing, pressurerelief angles, coal pillars, and other factors in the protected areas of protected seams, the protection
range is often smaller than the area of protective seam mining. This problem can be solved by using
a gas drainage method based on coal seam geology and the conditions of coalbed methane (CBM)
occurrence during protective layer mining. If a protective layer is prone to outbursts, crossing boreholes
and bedding boreholes can be used to eliminate outburst hazards. The crossing boreholes should control
the upper side of the roadway contour for at least 20 m and the lower side for at least 10 m. For other
coal seams, the boreholes should control both sides of the roadway contour for at least 15 m. Crossing
boreholes can not only extract CBM from the protective layer but can also extract from the protected
coal seam, thus leading to a larger protection range in the protective layer than that predicted by the
pressure-relief boundary, as well as expanding the protection range. The actual protection range of the
protected layer was determined using an index of residual gas content. The results of the study indicate
that the pressure-relief angle increased from 56° to 69° in the strike direction and from 75° to 90° in the
inclination direction. The protection range was approximately equal to the mining area of the working
face of the protective layer, thereby extending the protection range. One of the important reasons for
protection range expansion was the influence of gas drainage via crossing boreholes. The protection
range extension mitigated the outburst danger over a large area of the coal seam, thus enabling high
efficiency and safe exploitation.
Keywords
protective seam mining, range extension technology, pressure-relief gas extraction, protective range,
gas pre-extraction.

Introduction

China possesses abundant coal resources, and coal accounts for at least 70% of China's energy,
supporting the rapid growth of the national economy. In 2015, coal production reached 3.69 Gt. The
demand for energy will continue to increase with the rapid development of China's economy, and coal is
projected to account for 50% of primary energy consumption through 2050.
Due to the continued exploitation of long-standing seams, coal mining depths have reached an
average of 540 m and increase at an annual rate of 10–15 m, with portions of mines reaching 800 m or
more (Wang et al., 2012, 2013). As mining depth has increased, conditions have become increasingly
complicated. ’Four high problems and one low problem’ exist in coal seams, namely, high stress, high
gas pressure, high gas content, high ground temperature, and low coal seam permeability. These issues
result in difficulty controlling gas. Therefore, gas control technology requires constant research and
development (Zhou, Xie, and Zuo, 2005; Li et al., 2009).
Both theoretical studies and field observations have shown that protective layer mining based on
pressure-relief gas extraction in protected coal seams is an effective and economical way of controlling
coal and gas outbursts in underground mines. During the mining of the protective layer, stress is
decreased, fractures develop, and adsorbed gas is desorbed, thus increasing coal permeability a
hundredfold. Additionally, when coupled with pressure-relief gas drainage, the gas content can be
effectively reduced, thus eliminating outburst hazards in protected coal seams.
Protective layer mining technology was first used in 1933 to control coal and gas outbursts in
France. Since 1958, protective layer mining has been conducted in China, including field tests in the
Beipiao, Tianfu, Nantong, Zhongliangshan, Songzao, Xishan, Huajin, Tiefa, Huaibei, and Huainan
mining areas. These tests have yielded remarkable results and have resulted in highly efficient and
safe coal exploitation. The document ‘The Regulations of Coal and Gas Outburst Prevention’ (State
Administration of Work Safety, 2009) notes that an inspection of the effect and scope of the protective
layer should first be performed when mining a protective layer. The protection range, including the
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protection range in the strike direction and strip direction, is
the effective range in which the protective layer can be mined
using pressure-relief gas extraction. Therefore, this range does
not include dangerous outburst areas. The protection range is
determined from the inspection results.
The protection range in the protective layer is determined
from the gas content, gas drainage volume, the gas pressure,
and the relative deformation of the coal seam roof and floor.
Wang et al. (2014) and Hu, Wang, and Fang (2010) obtained
protection ranges on the basis of gas flow theory. Tian, Sun, and
Wei (2013) confirmed the protection range by comparing gas
flow observations and gas contents. Wu et al. (2010) discussed
a method of determining the effective pressure-relief range
in protective layer mining and studied the factors that affect
the scope of protection. Additionally, scholars have studied
the permeability distribution, rock deformation, and stress
distribution in protected layers.
The geological conditions of a coal seam significantly affect
the protection range of a protective layer. Although the layout
parameters of protection layers are the same, the protection range
and the effect on eliminating outbursts are notably different
because coal seam conditions and gas drainage methods are
different in each mine. Currently, the regulations for preventing
coal and gas outbursts (State Administration of Work Safety,
2009) that apply to the pressure-relief angle are conservative,
and the protection border has space to be expanded. The
protection range of protected coal seams can be reasonably
determined and expanded by designating a wide range of coal

seams for safe exploitation in order to significantly reduce
outburst incidents in mines. Therefore, reasonable protection
boundaries must be delineated in protection layer mining.

General situation in the Qinglong coal mine
The Qinglong mine is in Bijie, Guizhou Province, China
(Figure 1). The mine includes multiple coalbed formations, and
the main coal seam has exhibited an increased tendency undergo
coal and gas outbursts.
The Qinglong coalfield stretches 9.0 km in the strike direction
and 1.6–5.0 km in the strip direction, encompassing an area of
21.79 km2. The mine began operation in 2007, with a designed
annual capacity of 1.2 Mt. The main mineable coal seams used
for economic production are the no. 16 and no. 18 seams, which
have an average dip of 12°.
The gas contents of the two coal seams are greater than
20 m3/t. The gas pressure and gas content of seam no. 16 are
1.73 MPa and 21.51 m3/t, respectively, and for seam no. 18,
1.5 MPa and 24.40 m3/t, respectively. Coal seams no. 16 and
no. 18 are both prone to outbursts. Although seam no. 17 has
exhibited no tendency for coal or gas outburst, this layer is only
partially mineable. Considering its proximity to seams no. 16 and
18, mining seam no. 17 will first destroy seam no. 16. Thus, we
selected seam no. 16 as a protective layer.

Gas extraction mode
Gas extraction mode in a protective coal seam
The implementation of a gas drainage mode with the crossing

Figure 1—Location and stratigraphy of Qinglong coal mine
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borehole extraction of coalbed methane (CBM) and the bedding
borehole extraction of CBM comprised four steps. First, two
rock floor roadways were constructed in the floor of the protected
coal seam, corresponding to the protective layer roadway. The
two roadways formed a negative pressure ventilation system
(Figure 2).
Secondly, boreholes crossing the floor roadway were used
to extract CBM from the roadway strip and eliminate outburst
hazards. In the floor roadway, a drill site was excavated every 6
m with six crossing boreholes used to control both the roadway
and a 15 m area outside the roadway contour line (Figure 2).
The boreholes were 94 mm in diameter, and the distance between
boreholes in the coal seams was 6 m. The negative pressure was
greater than 25 kPa. The drainage time was longer than
10 months.
The transportation roadway and open cutting of the protective
coal seam in the region eliminated the outburst hazards (Figure
3). During the third stage of implementation, a railway was
constructed.
Finally, bedding boreholes within a certain distance were
used to extract CBM from the workface to eliminate the outburst
hazard in the protective seam. The boreholes were 108 mm in
diameter, and the distance between boreholes in the coal seams
was 3 m. The negative pressure was greater than 15 kPa. The
drainage time was longer than six months.
A block diagram of the gas drainage pattern is shown in
Figure 4.

performed pressure-relief gas extraction by using crossing
boreholes (Figures 5 and 6). The boreholes were 108 mm in
diameter, spaced 10 m apart. The negative pressure was greater
than 25 kPa and the drainage time was longer than 10 months.

Numerical modelling
The inspection indexes used to determine the protection range
include the gas pressure, gas content, and expansion deformation
rate of the protected coal seam. The accuracy of these parameters
is restricted by site conditions, and a full range of inspection
cannot usually be achieved. Numerical simulation provides a
method for determining the protection scope in protective layer
mining. COMSOL Multiphysics software was used to simulate the
protection range in protected layer mining to provide information
for mines with similar mechanical parameters of coal and rock.

Gas extraction mode in the protected coal seam
Mining the protective layer can relieve the stress in a protected
coal seam, thereby increasing its permeability. We therefore

Figure 4—Block diagram of the gas drainage pattern

Figure 2—Diagram of the crossing borehole method used for gas predrainage in the roadway strip
Figure 5—Sketch of pressure-relief gas extraction using crossing boreholes

Figure 3—Diagram of the bedding borehole method used for gas predrainage in the workface
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Figure 6—Schematic diagram of pressure-relief gas extraction and flow
rules in the protected layer
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Model creation
Creation of the geometric model
COMSOL Multiphysics software was used to simulate the stress
and strain characteristics of the protected coal seam on the basis
of data obtained during the mining of the working face of the
no. 21604 protective layer. Thereafter, the protection range of
protective layer mining was determined.
The model was built according to the geological conditions in
the Qinglong coal mine. The length and width of the model were
260 and 120 m, respectively. The model is shown in the strike
and strip directions in Figure 7.

[5]

If qs is constant, comparison between Equations [2] and [5]
shows that:
[6]

Boundary constraints
The left, right, and bottom boundaries were established as fixed
boundaries. A compressive stress of 1.9 MPa was imposed on the
top of the model according to the model size and depth of the coal
seam.

Yielding criteria
The expression of the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) yielding criterion is:

[7]
Equations [6] and [7] are the unified expressions of the
equivalent D-P transformation of the M-C criterion. They are
related to qs.

[1]
where I1 is first invariant of stress, J2 is second invariant of
deviator stress, and qs is stress lode angle, –p/6 ≤ qs ≤ p/6.
The Drucker-Prager (D-P) yielding criterion is based on the
Mises strength criterion, considering the equilibrium stress p or
I1, extending the Mises strength criterion in the following form:
[2]
where a, k are the D-P criterion parameters.

qs can reflect the stress state of a point, that is, the
proportional relationship between the main stress components.

Coal and rock mechanical parameters
The D–P failure criterion and matching M–Ccriteria were selected
for the simulation. The initial properties of the rock mass are
listed in Table I on the basis of the typical values in the Qinglong
coal mine.

Protection range in the strike direction
[3]

[4]
where c is cohesion and j is the internal friction angle.
By transforming Equation [1], we obtain:

[8]

Original stress state of the rock
Figure 8 shows the coal and rock stress pattern before working
face no. 21604 was mined, i.e. influenced only by gravity.

Stress and deformation associated with 100 m of protective layer mining
Figure 9 shows the stress changes in the surrounding rock after
working face no. 21604, the protective layer, was mined to

Figure 7—Model geometry in the strike and strip directions used in the numerical simulations
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Table I

Mechanical parameters of coal and rock
Lithology
Mudstone
Limestone
Siltstone
Coal seam 16
Mudstone
Siltstone
Fine sandstone
Coal seam 17
Mudstone
Fine sandstone
Siltstone
Coal seam 18
Sandy mudstone

Density (kg/m³)

Friction angle (°)

Cohesion (MPa)

Tensile strength (MPa)

Bulk modulus (MPa)

Shear modulus (MPa)

2500
2700
2700
1500
2500
2700
2800
1500
3000
2800
2500
1500
2700

40
42
40
27
40
40
36
27
40
36
40
27
36

3
5
4.2
0.8
3
4.2
9
0.8
3
9
4.2
0.8
11.6

1.7
4.5
2
0.2
0.7
1.86
3
0.2
1.5
3
2
0.2
3

3333
43 800
8333
4167
3333
8333
12 821
4167
3333
12 821
8333
4167
3804

1811
26 280
7895
1087
1811
7895
8065
1087
1811
8065
7895
1087
2067

Figure 8—Original coal and rock stress pattern

100 m. The deformations in the roof and floor of the protected
coal seam are shown in Figure 10.

Analysis of stress and deformation in the strike direction
As shown in Figures 9 and 10, stress concentrations appear
at both ends of the goaf due to the mining of working face no.
21604. A stress concentration phenomenon also appears in
the corresponding area of the protected coal seam, in which
the roof and floor are both compressed and deformed. The roof
compression/deformation in the protected layer is greater than
the floor compression/deformation. Overall, the protected layer
exhibits compressive deformation. Gas is more difficult to extract
under this condition than in the initial state because of partial
closure of fractures and a decreased permeability coefficient.
The coal and rock mass stress decreases in the upper and
lower parts of the mining area. Additionally, a pressure-relief
zone appears, and the roof stress in the protected layer decreases
considerably. With continued mining of working face no. 21604,
the stress decreases and eventually stabilizes. Correspondingly,
expansion deformation occurs in the roof and floor. The roof
expansion deformation in the protected layer is greater than the
floor expansion deformation. Overall, the protected layer exhibits
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

expansive deformation. Gas extraction in this state is easier than
in the initial state because of the development of fractures and
increased permeability.

Confirmation of the protection range
By using a protective layer mining length of 100 m as an
example, we found that the maximum compression deformation
in the protected layer was 9 mm, and the maximum relative
compression deformation was 2.8‰. Additionally, the maximum
swelling deformation was 18 mm, and the maximum relative
expansion deformation was 5.6‰.
Combining these results with the protection criteria for
seam deformation relief shows that if the relative expansive
deformation in the protected layer is greater than 3‰, then the
protective effect is satisfactory. Therefore, 3‰ was considered
the critical value in the delineation of the protection scope.
The relative expansion deformation reached 3‰ in 14 m of
working face along the protected layer. Furthermore, the relative
expansion deformation was greater than 3‰ along 14 m in the
region. Combined with 24 m spacing between coal seams no. 16
and 18, the pressure-relief angle was approximately 60° in the
strike direction.
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1.8643 x107
x 107

Roof stress of protected layer/Nm2

x105

Strike direction

Roof deformation/mm

Figure 9—Goaf rock and protected seam roof and floor stress changes after 100 m of mining

Roof deformation/mm

Strike direction

Strike direction

Figure 10—Deformation in the protected seam roof and floor after 100 m of mining
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Protection range in the strip direction

Confirmation of the protection range in the strip direction

Stress and deformation in the protected layer in the strip
direction

Figure 12 illustrates that the maximum compression deformation
in the protected layer was 15 mm. The maximum relative
compression deformation was therefore 4.7‰. The maximum
swelling deformation was 18 mm, and the maximum relative
expansion deformation was 6.3‰.
Combining these results with the protection criteria for
seam deformation relief shows that if the relative expansive

The stress changes in the strip direction in the rock surrounding
working face no. 21604 after mining began are shown in Figure
11. The roof and floor deformation in the protected coal seam are
shown in Figure 12.

Roof deformation/mm

Figure 11—Stress changes in the strip direction goaf

Roof deformation/mm

Strike direction

Figure 12—Roof and floor deformation in the protected seam
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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deformation in the protected layer is greater than 3‰, the
protective effect is satisfactory. Therefore, 3‰ was considered
the critical value in the delineation of the protection scope. The
relative expansion deformation reached 3‰ along 13 m of the
working face in the strip direction. Furthermore, the relative
expansion deformation was greater than 3‰ along 13 m in
the region in the strip direction. Combined with 24 m spacing
between coal seams no. 16 and 18, the pressure-relief angle was
approximately 62° in the strike direction.

Field measurements of protection scopes
Arrangement of drill-holes
If a protective layer is prone to outbursts, crossing boreholes and
bedding boreholes can be used to eliminate outburst hazards. The
crossing boreholes are used to extract CBM from the protective
layer and protected coal seam. The yellow area in Figure 13
represents the area affected by gas extraction.
In designing the drilling locations and number of drill-holes,
two boreholes were drilled in the area affected by gas extraction
to determine whether the residual gas content was below
8 m3/t. Within the boundaries of the affected area, the unloading
pressure was sufficient. Therefore, coupled with gas drainage,
the residual gas content should have dropped below 8 m3/t. Two
drill-holes were established to verify these expectations. Outside
the affected area, the residual gas content may be high, therefore
three drill-holes were established for further investigation.
The boreholes used to investigate the protection range were
divided into six groups, each group consisting of seven holes,
totalling 42 boreholes (Figures 13 and 14).

Analysis of the test results
The residual gas content test results are shown in Figure 15. The
gas contents of boreholes no. 8 and 9 were 11.37 and
9.60 m3/t, respectively, which are both greater than 8 m3/t.
However, the residual gas contents measured at the remaining
points were less than 8 m3/t. By performing calculations that
included a safety factor, the pressure-relief angle in the strike
direction was determined to be 69° (Figure 16). The residual gas

Figure 14—Profile of boreholes used to determine the protection range

Figure 15—Test results of the residual gas content

contents in the drill-holes in the strip direction were less than
8 m3/t. Furthermore, calculations suggested that the pressurerelief angle was greater than 90°. For safety, we confirmed that
the pressure-relief angle was 90°. The pressure-relief angle
increased from 56° or 60° to 69° in the strike direction and from
75° or 62° to 90° in the strip direction; this finding illustrates the
potential extension of the protection range.

Figure 13—Layout of boreholes used to determine the protection range
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Figure 16—Profile of boreholes in the strike direction used to determine the
protection range

Discussion
Table II shows the pressure-relief angles in the protection
range based on the provisions of the prevention of coal and gas
outbursts (China State Administration of Work Safety, 2019), the
numerical simulation results, and the field measurements.
As shown in Table II, the pressure-relief angles in the
strike and strip directions are 69° and 90°, respectively, which
are greater than the angles noted in the outburst prevention
regulations and those determined by numerical simulations. The
protection range of the protective layer is approximately equal to
the mining area of the working face of the protective layer; this
result illustrates the potential extension of the protection range.
One of the important reasons for the expansion observed in the
protection range is the influence of gas drainage via crossing
boreholes.
If a protective layer is prone to outbursts, crossing boreholes
and bedding boreholes can eliminate outburst hazards. Crossing
boreholes can extract CBM from the protective layer and protected
coal seam.

China State Administration of Work Safety (2019) states
that the outburst hazards in the roadway and within a certain
range on both sides of the roadway must be eliminated before
mining the roadway. The specific requirements are as follows.
For inclined and steeply inclined coal seams, the borehole should
control the upper and lower sides of the roadway contour for
at least 20 and 10 m, respectively. For other coal seams, the
borehole should control both sides of the roadway contour for
at least 15 m. The dip angle of the coal seam in the Qinglong
coal mine is 12°, thus suggesting that it belongs to the coal
seam group with shallow inclines. According to the stated
requirements, the pre-drainage boreholes control both sides of
the roadway contour for at least 15 m, as shown in Figure 17.
As shown in Figure 17, the crossing boreholes extract
CBM from the protective layer and the protected coal seam,
thus leading to a larger protection range in the protective layer
than that predicted by the pressure-relief boundary, as well as
expanding the protection range. To obtain similar extensions of
protection ranges in other working faces in the Qinglong coal
mine or other coal mines, the boreholes should control the yellow
area highlighted in Figure. 18.

Conclusions
Numerical simulations and field measurements were used to
determine the actual protective range of the protected layer, with
the goal of improving mining technology associated with the
protective layer.
1. The stress and strain changes associated with 100 m
of mining were simulated and analysed using COMSOL
Multiphysics software. Given the exploitation of the
working face of the protective layer, the protective layer
covers a certain range. In this range, the stress in the
protective layer decreases and the roof and floor expand.
The combination of these results with the protection
criteria for seam deformation relief shows that the
pressure-relief angles in the strike and strip directions
were 60° and 62°, respectively.

Figure 17—Profile of the crossing borehole method used for gas pre-drainage in a roadway strip

Table II

Comparison of pressure-relief angles
Inspection method

Strike direction

Strip direction

Remarks

56°~60°
60°
69°

75°
62°
90°

(State Administration of Work Safety, 2009)

Provisions of the Prevention of Coal and Gas Outburst
Numerical simulations
Field measurements
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Figure 18—Area controlled by crossing boreholes

2. The actual protective range of the protected layer was
determined on the basis of residual gas content. The
pressure-relief angles in the strike and strip directions
were 69° and 90°, respectively. The protection range
was approximately equal to the mining area of the
working face of the protective layer, thereby extending
the protection range. One of the important reasons for
protection range expansion was the influence of gas
drainage via crossing boreholes.
3. Technology that is used for protection range expansion
can be used in other working faces in the Qinglong coal
mine or other coal mines by controlling the extension area
with boreholes.
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